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We present four experiments comparing player performance between several information displays used in ﬁrstperson shooter (FPS) games. Broadly, these information displays included heads-up displays (HUDs), and alternatives such as spatial representations, and diegetic (in-game) indicators. Each experiment isolated a speciﬁc
task common to FPS games: (1) monitoring ammunition, (2) monitoring health, (3) matching the weapon to the
situation, and (4) navigating the environment. Correspondingly, each experiment studied a diﬀerent information
type, speciﬁcally ammunition (ammo) levels, health levels, current weapon, and navigation aids, while comparing HUDs to alternatives. The goal was to expose player performance diﬀerences between diﬀerent classes of
displays, and types of information displays (e.g., numeric, iconic, etc.). Results suggest that no one display type –
HUDs or alternatives – are universally best; each performed well, depending on the type of information. For
ammo, player performance was best with diegetic/spatial displays; for health information, players performed
signiﬁcantly better with a HUD. For weapon displays, results were best when showing a redundant HUD icon and
a diegetic/spatial display (the actual weapon). Finally, for navigation, a spatial “navigation line” (showing the
path) was best, but HUD-based mini-maps oﬀered competitive player performance. We discuss implications for
the design of ﬁrst-person shooter games.

1. Introduction

critical in FPS UIs, information displays within FPS games have been
comparatively underexplored. We thus focus on the output-related task
of eﬀectively displaying and conveying game information to the player.
Feedback is long recognized as crucial in user interface design
[27,28]. When displaying game information, “feedback is crucial for
player learning and satisfaction with the game” [28]. Most games, until
recently, have traditionally used heads-up displays (HUDs) to present
the player with relevant information. These HUDs usually display critical information (e.g., health or ammo levels) as numbers, icons, or
meters displayed around the edge of the screen. Schaﬀer [30] argues
that since HUDs on the periphery of the display occupy little game
space, they are not likely to distract from gameplay. Fig. 1 depicts example HUDs from Call of Duty: Strike Team, Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six:
Vegas, and Call of Duty: Ghosts.
Game designers increasingly seek to produce more immersive experiences. Immersion occurs when players “voluntarily adopt the game

In ﬁrst-person shooter (FPS) games, the player sees the world from
the eyes of a gun-wielding avatar, completing missions and shooting
enemies. FPS games are wildly popular. The NPD Group reports that 3
of the top 10 bestselling games of 2015 were FPS games [33]. They are
also highly proﬁtable. For example, Activision’s Call of Duty: Modern
Warfare 3 earned $400 million within 24 h of release and $1 billion
within 16 days [14]. Player engagement is crucial to their success.
FPS games are interesting platforms for human-computer interaction (HCI) research. Due to the genre’s success and large user base,
improvements to FPS user interfaces (UIs) aﬀects many users.
Consequently, there is a large body of research on FPS games
[21,18,10,20,2,15,8,12,32,36]. Previous work in this area generally
focuses on input-related issues, for example, aiming [21,32] or input
devices [19,36]. While these input-related tasks are undoubtedly
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Fig. 1. Example HUD displays. (a) Call of Duty:
Strike Team, depicting controls (soft buttons, leftside), health (variation of bar), and ammunition as a
number and bar (b) Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six:
Vegas, depicting ammunition numerically (c) Call of
Duty: Ghosts depicting ammunition both numerically and as a bar/meter.

Fig. 2. A classiﬁcation of game UI elements, based on
diegesis (if the UI exists in the ﬁctional game world)
and spatial orientation (if the UI element is visualized
as part of the 3D game space). Figure based on that of
Fagerholt and Lorentzon ([10], p. 51), but simpliﬁed
to include only display types found in our experiments.

HUD. However, it is unclear which display type provides the player the
most eﬃcient way to quickly intake the information. For example, although HUDs often present information in a clear and concise way, this
is not necessarily universal. Consider ammunition presented as a
number compared to a meter (e.g., Fig. 1c). The number presents the
information more clearly. Moreover, in addition to potential immersion
beneﬁts, alternative displays may also oﬀer player performance advantages over HUDs. The information presented by diegetic displays,
for instance, can be displayed centrally, decreasing the need to glance
at the screen edges. Developers of several FPS (as well as third-person
shooter) games have employed diegetic displays, typically to enhance
immersion [17]. Some of the better-known examples include Metro
2033 and Dead Space, although many games use variants of these. See
Fig. 3 for some common examples.
Understanding the relative performance considerations of alternative displays may be important in the design of small-screen games,
e.g., on mobile devices, now a bigger market than either the console or
PC markets [24]. These small screens drive us to ask about eﬃcient use
of screen real estate. Alternative displays may help since they require
less screen real-estate than HUDs – they are embedded in the game,
rather than covering parts of it. When screen real estate is at a premium,
developers must consider the most eﬀective way to convey information
to the player. Consider, for example, porting a PC game that makes
heavy use of HUDs to a small-screen device. If diegetic options oﬀer
comparable user performance, then changing the HUDs to diegetic
displays on the mobile app may be preferable to cluttering the interface
with HUDs. However, to make such a decision, the performance differences between these display types must ﬁrst be understood.
Our research focuses on the eﬀectiveness – in terms of quantitative
user performance – of in-game information displays. There is little
quantitative research on the performance oﬀered by diegetic displays.
Most work in this area is qualitative [10,20,12] or focuses on immersion [2,16]. While past research makes a convincing case that diegetic
displays are more coherent with an escapist philosophy of game enjoyment, it is unclear if this view is consistent with the more utilitarian
view of performance-based enjoyment. We note that player enjoyment,
performance, and immersion are not necessarily aligned. For example,
players may enjoy using a diegetic display, even if it oﬀers demonstrably worse performance than an equivalent HUD. That said, if a
display is suﬃciently ineﬀective, it may negatively impact player experience – much like any other bad user interface. We thus argue that

world as a primary world and reason from the character’s point of view”
([10], p. 69). HUDs may compromise immersion as they are not part of
the game world, but rather overlaid on it. A comparatively recent trend
in games is the use of alternative displays that may better preserve, or
even enhance, player immersion over HUDs [34]. The alternatives include geometric/spatial representations, meta perceptions, and diegetic
elements [10]. Fagerholt and Lorentzon categorized game displays according to whether they are presented in the game world (spatiality)
and whether they are part of the game ﬁction (diegesis). This suggests a
two-dimensional model, as seen in Fig. 2.
Traditional HUDs fall within the upper left quadrant (Fig. 2, since
they are neither part of the ﬁctional game world nor are rendered
(graphically) in the 3D game space. Conversely, diegetic displays are
rendered in the game world, but are also a part of the game ﬁction. The
term diegetic, borrowed from ﬁlm, refers to elements within the game
world that are part of the game world. In ﬁlm, any element that can be
perceived by the characters of the story is said to be diegetic [3]. By
contrast, elements such as the musical score or subtitles are non-diegetic, since they are not perceived by the characters. By extension, in
gaming, a diegetic UI element is part of the game world and is visible
and/or audible to the characters in the game world while simultaneously providing information to the player [10]. Information displayed in the game and recognized in the game ﬁction is considered
diegetic. In contrast, both spatial representations and meta representations are typically non-diegetic, and involve non-traditional UI
elements or on-screen placements. Spatial representations are elements
within the game's 3D space. Meta perceptions are not displayed in the
game world, Instead, they are displayed in a fashion similar to HUDs,
despite representing something in the game ﬁction. Common examples
include “blood spatter” or cracked glass when the player takes damage.
We collectively refer to these non-HUD displays as “alternative” displays (i.e., alternatives to HUDs).
These classes of displays are equivalent in the type of information
they present the player; their comparative and objective eﬀectiveness in
presenting information is the primary motivation for our research. For
example, an ammunition counter could be displayed as a component of
a weapon, making the information seemingly visible to both the player
and avatar in a singular format. In this case, the ammunition counter
would be visible within the game space and is part of the game ﬁction,
and hence would be considered a diegetic display. Alternatively, the
same information could be presented as a label, counter, or icons on the
42
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Fig. 3. In-game displays. (a) Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 makes use of a meta-perception (blood splatter) to represent health information. (b) Dead Space displays the health meter
(cyan bar mounted on player's back) diegetically. The in-game inventory is also presented like an augmented reality display ﬂoating in front of the player. (c) Watch Dogs uses a spatial
navigation display which is visually similar to Dead Space’s diegetic navigation aid. Unlike Dead Space, this navigation aid is not part of the game ﬁction (it is visible to the player, not the
character) and hence is not considered diegetic.

perceptions. In terms of game mechanics, and in isolation from enjoyment or immersion, diegetic displays and spatial representations should
oﬀer comparable player performance. Consequently, the displays included in our study align with commercial games, as found in our initial
analysis. They include HUDs, meta-perceptions, spatial representations,
and diegetic displays. Our analysis further revealed that there is often a
mix of HUDs and alternative displays within the same game. This
variety is reﬂected in the options studied herein. Our study used a
custom-developed FPS game, which oﬀers better experimental control
than commercial games [25,31], and avoids participant biases towards
existing games [10]. The displays selected are discussed further in the
Methodology section for each experiment.
We solicited participants who regularly play FPS games, since
skilled gamers can quickly assess their status, while novice players
cannot [8]. Hence expert gamers should be skilled enough to elicit
diﬀerences between the conditions studied. In contrast, novice participants require training to get to this level of skill, and thus may not
expose diﬀerences between the experimental conditions. From an experiment design point of view, this decision makes sense. Novice participants introduce a greater degree of variability in performance
measures. Statistically, this means novice participants are less likely to
produce statistically signiﬁcantly diﬀerences, despite potentially large
diﬀerences in the conditions studied [22].

research in this area must also examine performance trade-oﬀs between
the diﬀerent display types. Although we are also interested in the relationship between player experience and display type, our current
work focuses exclusively on player performance.
In this context, our primary research question is thus empirical:
How do various information displays aﬀect in-game success with the
“micro-tasks” that make up a game experience? Our work presents what
is, to our knowledge, the ﬁrst experimental comparison of the performance oﬀered by HUDs compared to alternatives such as diegetic displays or spatial representations. We ﬁrst present an analysis of recent
FPS games to identify the most important information displayed during
gameplay. This analysis and previous work [29] identiﬁed four types of
information common to modern FPS games: health, ammunition level,
the player’s current weapon, and navigation aid. This led us to conduct
four experiments comparing the information displays commonly used
for each information type. These experiments are not intended as a
series; rather, they represent a cross-section of tasks common to most
FPS games, isolated to oﬀer greater experimental control. In each experiment, we included both HUD and alternative display options. Our
“diegetic” display options do not technically qualify as such, as deﬁned
by Fagerholt and Lorentzon [10]. After all, our experimental platform –
a custom-developed game – presents no in-game ﬁction. In the absence
of in-game ﬁction, diegetic displays and spatial representations essentially collapse into the same class of display, as do HUDs and meta43
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2. Related work

diﬀerences in player experience between HUDs and diegetic options are
dependent on player expertise and game genre.
Zammitto [35] conducted a visual analysis of Valve’s Half Life 2 to
assess if visualization design principles were applied to presenting game
information. She notes that the game applied two principles to the HUD
ammunition display: silhouette and colour coding. These were implemented by (i) showing a bullet icon when the player should reload
their weapon and (ii) changing the ammunition indicator from yellow
to red when ammunition was low. Red is appropriate because it connotes “danger” in Western cultures. A similar approach was used in the
game’s health indicators. Overall, Zammitto concluded that information
visualization is not well used in video games.
Bowman et al. [4] share this sentiment, noting that because data
visualization in games is new, it is relatively underutilized. They analyzed visualization in games and proposed a design framework. Their
“primary purpose” dimension classiﬁes critical game information as
Status, noting that “visual representations are often chosen in lieu of a
simple number … because the game designers feel that visualization is
more immersive and easier to read quickly” ([4], p. 1961). They recommend considering the target audience to ensure that “the visualization is in spirit with the game’s atmosphere and integrated within the
game” ([4], p. 1962). This is consistent with the recommendation of
Fagerholt and Lorentzon [10]. The consensus is that FPS players value
cohesion in games and that proper data visualizations improve players’
situational awareness.

There is considerable research on FPS games in the HCI literature
[19,26,32,36]. The general themes are aiming [32], targeting in the
context of pointing [21,23,36], or metrics for empirical evaluation of
FPS UIs [19]. Other work focused on developing or evaluating input
devices [18,26,15] or immersion [5,10,2,16]. To date, performance
comparisons of HUD and alternative displays have received little attention.
Research on FPS information displays is primarily qualitative
[10,20,12]. Past results indicate that participants support the use of
diegetic displays to enhance immersion, as long as it does not impact
performance. Similarly, if information is clearly communicated, players
tend not to care how it is displayed [20,12]. Applicable game design
heuristics also exist. Federoﬀ states that “the interface should be as nonintrusive as possible” [11] and that “a player should always be able to
identify their score/status in a game” [11]. We argue that empirical
studies on the eﬀectiveness of these displays are needed to complement
existing qualitative work and to improve design heuristics.
While there is little empirical work on player performance with
diegetic and non-diegetic game elements, several studies have focused
on the immersive qualities of diegetic displays. For example, Babu [2]
compared immersion levels in two games with diegetic displays (Metro
2033 and Dead Space) and two games with HUDs (Bioshock and Resident
Evil 5). Immersion was assessed through self-reporting on a 5-point
Likert scale and was not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent between display types.
Participants instead suggested that graphics and storyline had a
stronger impact on immersion. Recent work by Iacovides et al. [16]
revealed that diegetic displays can indeed enhance immersion, but the
eﬀect is stronger for expert gamers.
Galloway [13] introduced the terms diegetic and non-diegetic to the
study of video games. The terms originated in literary and ﬁlm theory.
He deﬁnes game diegesis as “the game’s total world of narrative action”
[13], and non-diegetic as “gamic elements that are inside the total
gamic apparatus yet outside the portion of the apparatus that constitutes a pretend world of character and story” [13]. He concludes that
HUDs are non-diegetic elements.
Fagerholt and Lorentzon [10] also explore diegesis, developing a
descriptive model categorizing FPS UI elements on whether the element
exists in the ﬁctional world and is a part of the game space. They recommend considering the game’s ﬁction when deciding if information
should be displayed diegetically, arguing that game coherence is
paramount. For example, diegetic options make sense in a game like
Dead Space, as the futuristic setting allows designers to cast diegetic
displays as future technologies such as augmented reality displays or
holograms. Ultimately, Fagerholt and Lorentzon suggest using diegetic
displays whenever appropriate and where game cohesion can be retained. However, the merit of this suggestion is questionable in the
absence of empirical results assessing the potential performance impact
of such a design choice. For FPS games, we believe that player performance is ultimately the most important factor.
Fragoso [12] conducted a qualitative study of the eﬀects of diegetic
displays on player immersion. Participants played EA’s Battleﬁeld 3,
which is considered more immersive than other games due to the
minimal use of a HUD. For example, the game employs “blood splatter”
as health status – as the player takes damage, the screen becomes increasingly occluded by blood – rather than using more common health
bars or numeric displays. Participants reported that the lack of meaningful feedback was disruptive, due to the vagueness of the displays.
The authors conclude that eﬀective feedback is more important than
realism. They further report that HUDs were less disruptive than their
diegetic counterparts. These sentiments are echoed by Llanos and
Jørgensen [20] who report that while players liked the aesthetic of
diegetic displays, they preferred clear communication. However, they
also note that players were annoyed when excessive information is
displayed on HUDs. More recent work by Caroux et al. [6] suggest that

3. Analysis of current games
Before presenting our experiments comparing several information
display types, we ﬁrst explain how we determined which classes of
information were most critical (i.e., ammunition, health, current
weapon, navigation aid) and speciﬁcally which display types are most
commonly used in modern shooter games (i.e., diegetic displays, HUDs,
etc.). We analyzed several recent and popular shooter games (not exclusively FPS) across multiple platforms. The games were chosen because of sales and awards, and because they are available for large and
small screen platforms. As discussed earlier, the latter necessitates UI
changes between display sizes, which may favour the use of in-game
displays (e.g., diegetic, spatial). The purpose of this analysis was to
learn what types of information were consistently displayed in shooter
games, and what types of displays were most commonly used – not only
in terms of the display class (e.g., HUDs vs. diegetic), but also their
presentation (e.g., numbers vs. icons, etc.). Our intent was to focus on
the most critical information, to inform the design of our experiments.
The games analyzed included Activisions’ Call of Duty: Strike Team, Call
of Duty: Black Ops, Call of Duty: Ghosts, Ubisoft’s Tom Clancy’s Rainbow
Six: Vegas, Bioware’s Mass Eﬀect 3, Mass Eﬀect Inﬁltrator and EA’s Dead
Space. The analysis involved playing these games, watching gameplay
videos, and reading publicly available game reviews.
We found that four types of information were common to every
game analyzed. These included player health, ammunition level, current weapon, and navigation aid. We thus conclude that these are the
most important information displays in FPS games. The display
methods used for health, ammo, weapon, and navigation are shown in
Table 1. Games using alternative displays are shaded, with the alternative (non-HUD) option set in boldface. Note that navigation aid is
mostly displayed as a mini-map in multiplayer mode, but as a navigation arrow in single-player campaign mode. Our analysis focused exclusively on single-player campaign modes.
Numeric displays show a numeric count, typically on a HUD (see
Fig. 1b). They are useful for displaying “amounts of things for which
you would normally use digits in the real world” [1], such as ammunition. Numeric displays are especially useful for large quantities.
Bars (see Fig. 1c) are also useful for large quantities [1]. These are
often presented as a meter that is full at the maximum quantity, and
empties as appropriate. The primary beneﬁt is that bars can be
44
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Table 1
Analysis of current game displays for health, remaining ammunition, and current weapon. Alternative (non-HUD) options are set in boldface font. Displays with at least one alternative
(e.g., diegetic, spatial, etc.) option are highlighted.

Fig. 4. Experimental setup and hardware apparatus. (a) A participant performing the experiment. (b) Annotated Xbox One controller.

4. Common methodology

interpreted at a glance.
Icon bars (Fig. 1c), or “small multiples” [1], are best for small-integer numeric data. Icons are thus useful for indicating the quantities of
around ﬁve items or less. Players have diﬃculty taking in greater than
ﬁve items at a glance, and thus have greater diﬃculty remembering the
number. However, Adams suggests using graphical indicators rather
than text or numbers because they are easier to read at a glance [1].
Our analysis indicates that bar and numeric displays are commonly
used together. This oﬀers players the ability to both read at a glance and
receive more detailed information as desired.
Our analysis reveals some consistency in alternative health displays
(favouring “blood spatter” – a meta perception) and weapon displays
(typically diegetically displaying the weapon in front of the player,
often with redundant HUD-based icons showing the current weapon).
However, there is little consistency in ammunition displays. As seen in
Table 1, there is great variety in the presentation of ammo HUDs, and
even some diegetic options. Since alternative displays are relatively
new (compared to HUD-based displays), design standards have yet to
evolve and it is important to develop best practices early. EA’s Dead
Space (see Fig. 3b) has been praised for its lack of a HUD, relying instead on diegetic displays. In Dead Space, ammo is displayed using a
numeric count positioned directly above the weapon, and health as a
bar physically mounted on the player’s back, which is coherent with its
futuristic theming.

The following Sections 5–8 present four user studies designed to
evaluate diﬀerent UI display options in an instrumented FPS game. The
studies were designed to compare diﬀerent UI options (traditional
HUDs vs. alternative displays) for ammunition, health, weapons, and
navigation respectively. The design of each HUD and alternative UI
display for each experiment was motivated by the analysis of commercial FPS games presented in the previous section. Section 4 provides
details common to the four experiments here. Later sections provide
experiment-speciﬁc details.

4.1. Apparatus
The experiments were conducted on a 3.4 GHz quad-core i7-based
PC, with 8 GB of RAM running Windows 7. A 75-in. Samsung Series 7
7100 Smart TV (1920 × 1080 pixel resolution) was used for the display.
The display ran in game mode to minimize latency. Participants were
seated approximately 15 ft. from the screen, which allowed viewing of
the entire display without excessive gaze shifts. The setup is shown in
Fig. 4a.
A custom game was developed using Unity Technologies’ Unity 4.5
engine. The game presented a ﬁrst-person view to the player, consistent
with the appearance of a typical FPS game. It supported typical controls
oﬀered by FPS games, such as turning, moving, and shooting. However,
45
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Fig. 5. The custom FPS game (showing the ammo
experiment task).

since we used experimental software and not a “true” game, there was
no ﬁction, and no in-game objectives beyond those set for each experiment (e.g., shoot enemies, navigate a maze, etc.). Moreover, certain
controls were enabled/disabled as necessary in each of the four experiments. For example, movement was disabled in three of the four
experiments. Further details of the game appear in the following experiment Sections 5–8. Participants used a Microsoft Xbox One controller to play the game. See Fig. 4b. Viewpoint rotation/aiming was
controlled by the right analog stick in all experiments. In experiments
that included shooting, the right trigger was used to shoot. The game
(during the ammo experiment) is depicted in Fig. 5.

modeled after diegetic displays found in games like Microsoft Studios’
Halo 4 and Dead Space. In these games, futuristic weapons include an
ammo numeric counter built into the gun, or bullets visualized through
the gun (e.g., Metro 2033).
The game was set in a simulated warehouse. There were 25 enemy
soldiers initially positioned in a semi-circle around the player (Fig. 5.
The enemies walked slowly towards the player. The player had a riﬂe
which ﬁred one shot per trigger press. Enemies died when shot, and
disappeared. The right trigger button shot, the x-button reloaded. Reloading was only possible upon running out of ammunition (i.e., using
all shots in the clip).
The software automatically recorded the number of clips used, hits,
misses, enemies remaining, shots before reload, and time before reload.
For each shot, the time was recorded along with the remaining ammunition and whether the shot hit or missed an enemy.

4.2. Procedure
Upon arrival, participants were greeted and the purpose of the experiment was explained. Participants gave informed consent before
proceeding. They were instructed on the mechanics of each display and
the controls. They were then allowed to begin. Upon ﬁnishing all trials,
participants completed a questionnaire asking about prior experience
with FPS games and soliciting subjective feedback.

5.3. Procedure
Participants were instructed to play the game to the best of their
ability, shooting all enemy soldiers as quickly and accurately as possible. They were informed that they had unlimited ammunition, but
each clip only had a certain number of shots. Consequently, participants
had to reload when out of ammo. They were then instructed on the
controls and were allowed to begin. A trial ended when all enemies
were killed.
On starting the trial and after reloading, each clip had a random
number of rounds. The number of rounds ranged from 7 to 16 (decided
once per trial). Using a random number of shots per clip required
participants pay greater attention to their ammunition level. This
helped prevent participants from mentally tracking ammunition, and
thus was expected to help elicit diﬀerences between the test conditions.
Upon running out of ammunition, participants manually reloaded (and
could not reload prior to running out). This task was representative of
real games: Ammunition level becomes crucial when it is low in a battle
situation. The task requires participants to be highly aware of their
ammunition level.
Participants completed 15 trials for each of the ﬁve ammunition
displays, completing 75 trials in total. After each trial participants could
take a break before continuing. Each trial took between 30 and 45 s. In
total, the experiment took approximately 1 h.
Upon ﬁnishing all trials, participants completed a questionnaire
about prior experience with FPS games. The questionnaire also asked
participants about their perceived eﬀectiveness of each ammunition
display.

5. Experiment 1: Ammunition displays
The purpose of this experiment was to assess user performance
diﬀerences in a simulated ammo monitoring task. Participants were
presented with ﬁve diﬀerent ammunition displays – including HUD and
spatial/diegetic displays – and tasked with monitoring ammo while
shooting enemies.
5.1. Participants
Twenty paid participants (16 male) took part in the study. Ages
ranged from 18 to 38 years (mean 22.35, SD 4.31). Half reported that
their preferred system was a console and the other half reported PC. All
participants were regular gamers, playing between 1 and 10 h per week.
Sixteen participants reported playing FPS games every week.
5.2. Apparatus
The player’s ammunition level was displayed using one of the ﬁve
ammunition displays shown in Fig. 6. The ammunition displays included bar-on-HUD (BH), number-on-HUD (NH), icons-on-HUD (IH),
number-in-game (NG), and icons-in-game (IG). Each presented the
same information, but visualized it diﬀerently. The three HUD-based
options were similar to those described earlier, presenting ammo as
either a number, a “meter”, or as a set of icons displayed at the lower
right corner of the display. The alternative options (NG and IG) were
46
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Fig. 6. The ﬁve ammo display conditions for Experiment 1. (a) Bar-on-HUD (BH), (b) Number-on-HUD (NH), (c) Icons-on-HUD (IH), (d) Number-in-game (NG), (e) Icons-in-game (IG).

had 0.68 shots ﬁred before reload. Number-in-game resulted in about
35% fewer shots before reload than the worst performer, icons-on-HUD.
Participants noted that number-in-game (NG) was easy to see, as the
ammunition count was almost directly where they were looking while
aiming. The HUD-based displays were in the bottom right corner, requiring more glancing. These ammunition displays performed very similarly, suggesting a relationship between performance and display
location. We speculate that positioning the HUD in a diﬀerent location
(e.g., another corner of the screen) is unlikely to yield a substantial
performance diﬀerence, unless they are placed closer to the screen
centre. However, it appears that “counting” the icons takes enough time
that, in the icons-in-game (IG), their central location was not suﬃcient
to yield a statistically signiﬁcant performance boost. This suggests that
visualization may have a greater inﬂuence than position.

5.4. Design
The study employed a 5 × 15 within-subjects design. The independent variables and levels were as follows:
Ammunition Display: BH, NH, IH, NG, IG
Trial: 1, 2, 3, … 15
The ammunition displays are depicted in Fig. 6 and described in
Section 5.2. Ammunition display ordering was counterbalanced according to a Latin square.
The dependent variables were the number of shots before reload
(count) and the time before reload (seconds). Shots before reload was
the average number of shots ﬁred from the time the participant ran out
of ammunition until the reload button was pushed. Time before reload
was the time between running out of ammunition and pushing the reload button.
In total, participants completed 20 × 5 × 15 = 1500 trials.

5.5.1. Shots before reload
Achieving a low score for shots before reload required the participant to notice they had no ammunition left. A high score thus indicates
decreased awareness of ammunition levels. Average shots before reload
is summarized for each ammunition display in Fig. 7.
The main eﬀect of ammunition display on shots before reload was
statistically signiﬁcant (F4,19 = 9.22, p < .0001). A Tukey-Kramer post
hoc analysis revealed that the diﬀerence between number-in-game (NG)
and all other ammunition displays was statistically signiﬁcant
(p < .05). The rest of the ammunition displays were not signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent from each other. The main eﬀect for trial on shots before reload was not signiﬁcant (F14,19 = 0.94, ns), nor was the interaction
eﬀect between ammunition display and trial (F56,19 = 1.03, p > .05).
The worst performing ammunition displays were the HUD options
(BH, NH, IH). All three had comparable scores (slightly over 1 each)
and were not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from one another. Although iconsin-game (IG) performed slightly better, the diﬀerence was not signiﬁcant. The best performing option was number-in-game (NG), which

5.5.2. Time before reload
Like shots before reload, higher scores were worse: The greater time
before reload was, the lower the awareness of the ammunition level.
Lower scores indicate a more immediate awareness of low ammo levels.
Average time before reload for each ammunition display is depicted in
Fig. 8.
There was a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of ammunition display on time
before reload (F4,19 = 4.26, p < .005). A Tukey-Kramer analysis indicated a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between number-in-game (NG) and all
other ammunition displays. The main eﬀect for trial was not signiﬁcant
(F14,19 = 1.61, p > .05), nor was the interaction between ammunition
display and trial (F56,19 = 0.92, ns).
As with shots before reload, the icons-on-HUD (IH) ammunition
display performed worst, and the number-in-game (NG) ammunition
display performed best. NG oﬀered the lowest time before reload, with
an average of 1.0 s, approximately 20% lower than the next best performing ammunition display, number-on-HUD (NH). The most substantial diﬀerence was between icons-on-HUD (IH) and number-ingame (NG) ammunition displays. NG was about 26% faster than IH.
The results are rather consistent for both dependent variables. It
appears the central location of the number-in-game ammunition display
allows for better performance than the other displays. This is most
likely because it reduces the amount of gaze shifting or glancing required. Again, IG seems to require enough additional mental processing

Fig. 7. Shots before reload by ammunition display. Lower scores are better. Error bars
show ± 1 SD.

Fig. 8. Time before reload for each ammunition display. Lower scores are better. Error
bars show ± 1 SD.

5.5. Results
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6.1. Participants
Twenty-four paid participants (21 male, 3 female) took part in the
study. Ages ranged from 19 to 53 years (mean 25.4, SD 7.2). All were
regular gamers, with 58% playing video games for more than 10 h per
week, and 86% playing ﬁrst-person shooter games every week. None of
the participants had participated in the previous (ammunition) experiment.
6.2. Apparatus
Fig. 9. Participant perceived eﬀectiveness of each ammunition display.

The game was set within a turret with ﬁve enemies surrounding the
participant’s character in a semi-circle. Movement was disabled. The
right trigger button shot and the left bumper button “escaped” when
health was low (upon reaching 20% or lower). The player initially had
100 health points. Enemies shot at the player, causing 5 points of damage with each hit. The player would “die” (ending the trial unsuccessfully) upon reaching 0% health.
The participant’s health level was displayed using one of 12 health
displays. Each display presented the same information, but visualized it
diﬀerently. Nine were HUD-based, derived from all combinations of
three visualizations (icons, bar, and number) and three display positions (top, bottom, left). The bar-based options presented health as a
meter decreasing towards the left as the player took damage. The icons
showed hearts, similar to games like The Legend of Zelda. The number
options presented health as a percentage of their total. Fig. 10 depicts
the three diﬀerent HUD visualizations and Fig. 11 depicts the three
display positions. The nine HUD-based options were coded thus:

to outweigh this positional advantage, however.
5.5.3. Questionnaire
Participants completed a questionnaire soliciting their feedback on
the ammunition displays studied. They were asked to rate their preference towards each ammunition display on a 5-point Likert scale.
Speciﬁcally, they were asked “Did each of the ammunition displays help
or hinder your gameplay?” with response options ranging from “Really
hindered” to “Really helped”. Fig. 9 depicts the percentage of participants for each response level.
Overall, the number-in-game (NG) ammunition display was considered the most eﬀective, with 80% of participants reporting they
found it helpful or really helpful. Opinions toward icons-in-game (IG),
icons-on-HUD (IH), and number-on-HUD (NH) ammunition displays
were mixed. The bar-on-HUD (BH) was thought to hinder gameplay by
45% of participants. A Friedman non-parametric test deemed the differences statistically signiﬁcant (χ2 = 11.56, p < .05, df = 4). A post
hoc analysis revealed signiﬁcant diﬀerences between number-in-game
(NG) and bar-on-HUD (BH), number-in-game (NG) and number-onHUD (NH), and number-in-game (NG) and icons-in-game (IG).
Participants tended to correctly identify the most eﬀective display,
exhibiting higher subjective preference towards it.

• bar-on-HUD-bottom (BHB)
• bar-on-HUD-left (BHL)
• bar-on-HUD-top (BHT)
• icons-on-HUD-bottom (IHB)
• icons-on-HUD-left (IHL)
• icons-on-HUD-top (IHT)
• number-on-HUD-bottom (NHB)
• number-on-HUD-left (NHL)
• number-on-HUD-top (NHT)

5.6. Summary
Overall, the diegetic number-in-game (NG) display oﬀered signiﬁcantly better performance than all other displays studied.
Participants were also aware of the performance diﬀerence, as they
ranked the display signiﬁcantly better in terms of subjective perceived
eﬀectiveness. This may be due to the central placement of the display
(near the screen centre), made possible by the fact that it was displayed
spatially rather than as a HUD. Previous work [7] revealed diﬀerences
in player performance due to HUD position, hence we included HUD
position in the next experiment to investigate further.

The bar and number visualizations were selected since they commonly appear in FPS games, while icons are common in games of other
genres, but may have potential in FPS games as well.
Three HUD-alternative options were also studied. Two were spatial/
diegetic variants of the HUDs described above, icons-in-game (IG), and
bar-in-game (BG). They operated the same as the HUD-based variants,
but were displayed on the 3D model of the character rather than as a
HUD, similar to the number-in-game option in the ammo experiment.
The third was blood splatter (S), a commonly used meta-perception
which increasingly occludes the participant’s view with simulated
blood as they take more damage. These are depicted in Fig. 12.

6. Experiment 2: Health displays
The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate which of several
HUD and diegetic/spatial options presented health information most
eﬀectively to the player. The task involved monitoring health levels
while being shot at by enemies. Participants had to notice when their
health level fell below a certain threshold.

6.3. Procedure
Participants were instructed to shoot enemies while the enemies
shot at them. Each time they hit an enemy, their score increased. The
Fig. 10. Health display visualizations including (a)
icons (b) bar and (c) numbers.
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Fig. 11. Health display positions used with each visualization. (a) bottom (b) top (c) left. Note: only bar
visualizations are shown here. Number and icons
appear in the same locations, but use the visualizations shown in Fig. 10.

6.4. Design

point value of hitting an enemy increased with lower health. This encouraged participants to stay as long as possible without reaching 0
health (i.e., dying) and to get as high a score as possible. They were
informed that once their health reached 20% or lower, they could
“escape” by pressing the escape button, which transported them to a
safe location and successfully completed the trial. The primary goal was
to escape, while the secondary goal was to get a high score. The overall
high score only updated if they escaped before running out of health.
The data recorded included participant escape before 0 health, health
remaining (zero if they did not escape), and score. Each shot was recorded along with hit or miss and, if it hit an enemy, how many points
were earned.
Participants completed 20 trials for each of the 12 health displays,
240 trials in total. After each trial participants could take a break. Each
trial took approximately 5 s, or about 25 min for the entire experiment.

The study employed a 12 × 20 within-subjects design. The independent variables and levels were as follows:
Health Display: BHB, BHL, BHT, IHB, IHL, IHT, NHB, NHL, NHT, BG,
IG, S
Trial: 1, 2, 3, …, 20
The ordering of health display was randomized in order to oﬀset
potential learning eﬀects. The dependent variables were escape percentage (%) and health when escaped (%). Escape percentage was
calculated as the percentage of trials where participants were able to
escape (i.e., without dying). Health when escaped was the health remaining (as a percentage of their initial 100 health points) when participants successfully escaped, avoiding dying in a given trial.

Fig. 12. Alternative displays: (a) bar-in-game, (b) icons-in-game, and (c) splatter (at reaching 0% health).
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Fig. 13. Average escape percentage by health display.
Higher scores are better. Error bars show ± 1 SD.

6.5.3. Subjective results
Participants were queried the eﬀectiveness of health display on a 5point Likert scale, ranging from “Really hindered” performance, to
“Really helped” performance. Results are summarized in Fig. 15, and
suggest strong preference towards the HUD-based options, particularly
the Bar-on-HUD variants. The results were found to be statistically
signiﬁcant using a Friedman non-parametric test (χ2 = 15.134,
p < .01, df = 5). A post hoc analysis revealed signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
preference levels between bar-on-HUD (BH) and bar-in-game (BG),
icons-in-game (IG), and spatter (S), as well as between number-on-HUD
(NH) and bar-in-game (BG), icons-in-game (IG), and spatter (S). This
result shows that the bar and number on HUD were thought to be much
more helpful than the alternative displays (BG, IG, and S).

Participants completed 24 × 12 × 20 = 5760 individual trials.
6.5. Results
6.5.1. Escape percentage
A high escape percentage indicates better performance, as participants could see and understand the health display well, escaping from
the trial before dying with greater reliability. The best performing
health display was the HUD-based number-on-HUD-top (NHT), with
76%. The worst performer was the bar-on-HUD-top (BHT), with 46%,
followed closely by bar-on-HUD-bottom (BHB) and bar-on-HUD-left
(BHL), both at 47%. See Fig. 13.
A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a signiﬁcant main eﬀect for
health display on escape percentage (F11,23 = 12.91, p < .0001). A
Fisher LSD pair-wise analysis revealed that the number-on-HUD displays (NHB, NHL, and NHT) all performed signiﬁcantly better than all
other health displays except for icons-in-game (IG). Icons-on-HUDbottom (IHB) performed signiﬁcantly better than all bar-on-HUD variants.
In general, the number-based options did well, likely because it was
easier to determine when health was between 0% and 20%. The bar and
icon options were more ambiguous, although icons were better than
bars. Position appeared to matter less than visualization; as seen in
Fig. 13, results “cluster” by visualization rather than location.

6.6. Summary
Overall, the HUD-based variants oﬀered the best performance, regardless of placement on the screen. In terms of trial success rate, numeric options were best. Only the diegetic icon-in-game option came
close. Subjectively, participants preferred the bar-on-HUD display, despite its relatively worse performance.
7. Experiment 3: Weapon displays
The purpose of this experiment was to compare diﬀerent options for
presenting the currently selected weapon. We note that all modern (and
most pre-modern) FPS games show the current weapon diegetically in
front of the player. However, many include redundant icons, text, or
various other HUD representations. Players were tasked with trying to
match their weapon to speciﬁc enemies (a colour-matching task).

6.5.2. Health when escaped
Scores for health when escaped are always between 0% and 20%,
since participants could only escape upon reaching 20% or lower health
(and died upon hitting 0% health). Lower scores are better, since they
were tasked with getting the highest score possible while still escaping.
Participants were rewarded for staying longer as they were awarded
higher scores when their health was low.
Icons-on-HUD-top (IHT) had the best result, with an average health
of 6.54% upon escape. Since each enemy shot cost 5 health points, this
means participants tended to escape with slightly more than one shot
left of health until they would have died in a given trial. This was
followed closely by bar-on-HUD-top (BHT), with an average health
when escaped of 6.65%. Icons-in-game (IG) had the highest health
when escaped, with an average of 12.88%. This was approximately
49% higher than with the icons-on-HUD-top (IHT) health display. All
number options were close to 10% (i.e., around 2 enemy shots from
dying). See Fig. 14.
There was a signiﬁcant main eﬀect for health display on health
when escaped (F11,23 = 16.01, p < .0001). In summary, participants
escaped with signiﬁcantly lower health remaining with the bar and icon
displays on the HUD. All other health displays had signiﬁcantly lower
health when escaped than the icons-in-game (IG).

7.1. Participants
The same 24 participants that completed the health display experiment completed this experiment, either right before, or right after.
The ordering of the experiments was alternated to eliminate learning/
practice eﬀects. Half of the participants completed the health experiment ﬁrst, followed by this experiment. The other half completed the
two experiments in the reverse order.
7.2. Apparatus
The experiment was set in the same warehouse scenario as in the
ammunition experiment. Eight groups of three enemies appeared in
succession, each group appearing after the last was destroyed by the
participant. Enemy groups were coloured red, green, blue, or yellow,
and all enemies in a single group were the same colour. See Fig. 16.
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Fig. 14. Health when escaped by health display.
Lower scores are better. Error bars show ± 1 SD.

buttons to cycle through weapons, as the latter introduced additional
delay in contrast with the immediacy of pressing a direction button.
The UI displayed the participant’s current weapon (colour) using
one of six weapon displays: name-on-HUD-right (NHR) name-on-HUDleft (NHL), icon-on-HUD-right (IHR), icon-on-HUD-left (IHL), in-front
(IF) and name-on-gun (NG). The “left” and “right” options indicated on
which side of the bottom of the screen a HUD-based option was displayed. As with the previous experiments, each weapon display presented the same information, but visualized it diﬀerently, either as
HUDs via text or an icon, or spatially (i.e., rendered directly on the
weapon in the game itself). The displays are seen in Fig. 17. Note that
the spatial “in-front” option (which positions the weapon display in
front of the player) is consistently used in all modern FPS games. The
rest of the weapon displays and positions are found in recent FPS
games.

Fig. 15. Participant perceived eﬀectiveness for each health display, showing percentage
of participants giving each response.

Player movement was disabled, but the participant could look around
and aim using the right analog stick, and shoot using the right trigger
button. Each direction pad button mapped to switching to a diﬀerent
weapon colour (i.e., up → red, right → green, down → blue, left →
yellow; see Fig. 4b). This direct mapping was used instead of pressing

7.3. Procedure
Participants were instructed to match the weapon colour to the
enemy colour and shoot as quickly as possible to get a high score.

Fig. 16. Weapon display experiment, showing overview of the task and scene.
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Fig. 17. Weapon displays used in experiment. (a) Icon-on-HUD, (b) Name-on-HUD, (c) Name-on-gun (NG), (d) In-front (IF). The Icon-on HUD and Name-on HUD weapon displays were
tested in two display positions, at the bottom right (IHR, NHR) and the bottom left (IHL, NHL).

HUD-right (NHR). The name-on-gun (NG) weapon display performed
worst, with an average of 1.16 s to switch to the correct weapon. This
was approximately 11% worse than with the icons-on-HUD-right (IHR)
display. See Fig. 19.
The main eﬀect for trial on weapon switch time was signiﬁcant
(F7.23 = 17.33, p < .0001), while the main eﬀect for weapon display
on weapon switch time was not signiﬁcant (F5,23 = 2.03, p > .05). The
interaction eﬀect between weapon display and trial was signiﬁcant
(F35,23 = 1.73, p < .01). A Fisher LSD pair-wise analysis revealed a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence between NHR trial 1, IHR trial 1, and NG trial 1,
and the remaining trials.

Shooting an enemy with a gun of the wrong colour had no eﬀect. We
used colour matching, rather than diﬀerent weapons, since matching
speciﬁc weapons to enemy types would require additional training.
Colour matching is more straightforward. Upon killing an enemy group,
a new randomly coloured group appeared. A participant could get a
“kill streak”, gaining extra points, by killing additional enemies within
750 ms of the previous kill. The high-score goal encouraged speed and,
in turn, necessitated quick recognition of the current weapon. A trial
ﬁnished when all enemy groups were destroyed. Data recorded included number of shots with the wrong colour weapon and time to
switch to the correct weapon.
Participants completed 8 trials for each of the six weapon displays,
for 48 trials in total. After each trial participants could take a break
before continuing. Each trial took about 25 s, or about 25 min for the
entire experiment.

7.5.3. Subjective results
Participants ranked their preference towards each weapon display
on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from “Really hindered” (1) to “Really
helped” (5). Results are summarized in Fig. 20. Participants found IF
and IH most helpful. The results were statistically signiﬁcant using a
Friedman non-parametric test (χ2 = 40.854, p < .0005, df = 3). Posthoc analysis revealed the signiﬁcant pairwise diﬀerences between all
condition pairs except for name-on-HUD and name-on-gun. Participants
performed well with most preferred weapon displays – icon-on-HUD
and in-front. This suggests that both of these weapon displays are good
choices, and also could be good to use in combination.

7.4. Design
The study employed a 6 × 8 within-subjects design. The independent variables and levels were as follows:
Weapon Display: NHR, NHL, IHR, IHL, IF, NG
Trial: 1, 2, 3, …, 8
The ordering of weapon display was counterbalanced with a Latin
square.
The dependent variables were shots with wrong weapon (%), and
weapon switch time (seconds). Shots with wrong weapon is the percentage of shots ﬁred with a non-matching weapon. Weapon switch
time is the time to switch from an incorrect to correct weapon colour.
Overall, participants completed 6 × 8 × 24 = 1728 trials.

7.6. Summary

7.5. Results

8. Experiment 4: Navigation aid displays

7.5.1. Shots with wrong weapon
Fewer shots with wrong weapon scores are better, as this indicates
participants could more quickly identify when using a non-matching
weapon on an enemy. Icons-on-HUD-right (IHR) performed best, with
2.12% of shots with wrong weapon. This was closely followed by the
weapon in-front (IF) display, with 2.20%. The name-on-gun (NG) display performed worst, with 2.93% of shots with wrong weapon. See
Fig. 18. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed that the main eﬀect for
trial was signiﬁcant (F7,23 = 2.44, p < .05), while the main eﬀect for
weapon display was not (F5,23 = 1.74, p > .05). The interaction eﬀect
was not signiﬁcant (F35,23 = 0.82, ns).

The ﬁnal task we studied was navigation through the environment.
Players were tasked with moving through a maze, with several diﬀerent
navigation aids to assist them, ranging from diegetic compasses, minimap HUDs, or a “navigation line” modeled after the diegetic wayﬁnding aid found in Dead Space, which showed the player the exact
path through the maze. While we expected this latter option to perform
best, we included it primarily as a “ground truth” or control condition.

Results of this experiment revealed little diﬀerence between the
displays studied. Overall, participants got better over the 8 trials, but
none of the displays were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent in terms of performance. Participants strongly preferred the “in-front” display, although
icon-on-HUD was also positively assessed.

8.1. Participants
Twenty-one of the participants who completed the preceding experiments also took part in this experiment. Any participants who
completed multiple experiments did so on diﬀerent days, such that an
equal number did each possible ordering of experiments. In total, this
experiment included 24 paid participants (22 male, 2 female). Ages
ranged from 19 to 53 years (mean 25.3, SD 7.3). All participants were
regular gamers, with 46% reporting they play video games more than
10 h per week.

7.5.2. Weapon switch time
Weapon switch time indicates how quickly participants recognized
they were using the wrong weapon and changed. Lower times are
better. The icon-on-HUD-right (IHR) again performed best, at an
average of 1.01 s to switch to the correct weapon. This was closely
followed by name-on-HUD-left (NHL), in-front (IF), then name-on52
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Fig. 18. Shots with wrong weapon by weapon display. Lower scores are better. Error bars show ± 1 SD.

Fig. 19. Weapon switch time by weapon display.
Lower scores are better. Error bars show ± 1 SD.

all separated by equidistant paths. The four waypoints were positioned
along the “optimal” path through the maze. Participants needed to
reach all four waypoints in order to complete a trial, i.e., the last
waypoint was positioned at the very end of the maze. The next waypoint sphere would appear only after the previous waypoint was
reached. Participants simply had to walk through a waypoint to reach
it. The maze had a grid of “tiles” – 1 × 1 m squares that made up the
map. Distance was judged based on the number of tiles crossed by the
participant – hence the number of tiles between each waypoint was the
same. The software recorded the number of tiles the participant crossed
in reaching each waypoint and the time to get to each waypoint from
either the start or the previous waypoint.
The experiment included ﬁve navigation displays: mini-map still
(MMS), mini-map rotate (MMR), wayﬁnding arrow (WA), light pillar
(LP), compass (C), and navigation line (NL). Each presented the same
information, but visualized it diﬀerently. See Fig. 21, which also depicts
the environment used in the experimental task.
Mini-maps and the wayﬁnding arrow are HUD elements commonly
used in recent FPS games (see Table 1). The mini-maps showed a topdown view of the participant position, the maze, and the position of the
next waypoint when it came into the mini-map range. With MMS, north
was always up on the mini-map; with MMR, the movement direction

Fig. 20. Subjective preferences for each weapon display, showing percentage of participants giving each response.

8.2. Apparatus
The left analog stick controlled movement. See Fig. 4b. All other
controls were disabled; the task only required navigating the maze.
Navigating the maze required reaching four waypoints (represented by
large red spheres ﬂoating slightly above the ﬂoor) located in the maze,
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Fig. 21. Navigation displays. (a) Task overview, showing navigation line display (b) mini-map still (c) mini-map rotate (d) compass (e) wayﬁnding arrow (f) light pillar.

min, for a total experiment time of approximately 36 min.

was up. The mini-map rotated such that the player’s movement direction (the green arrow in Fig. 21c) always pointed up. The wayﬁnding
arrow (HUD) and compass (diegetic) always pointed to the next waypoint. Such displays are sometimes used in FPS games. The navigation
line (Fig. 21a) traced a path (visualized as a semi-transparent blue line)
along the ﬂoor of the maze directly from the player’s position to the
next waypoint, turning corners as necessary. Since it was visualized in
the game world, it qualiﬁes as a spatial element (as per Fig. 2). The
navigation line was based on the navigation aid in the popular thirdperson shooter game Dead Space. Since this display shows the player
exactly how to navigate the maze to all waypoints, we included it as a
control condition, as it was expected to oﬀer optimal performance. Finally, the light pillar is another spatial option based on navigation aids
used in some adventure titles, such as the Legend of Zelda. It emitted
light straight up from the position of the next waypoint, allowing navigation by a physical landmark, similar to navigating a real city using
physical features such as tall buildings. We are unaware of any precedent for such a display in existing FPS games, but included it to assess
its potential.

8.4. Design
The study employed a 6 × 2 within-subjects design. The independent variables and levels were as follows:
Navigation Display: MMS, MMR, WA, LP, C, NL
Trial: 1, 2
Navigation display order was counterbalanced with a Latin square.
The dependent variables were step error rate (path eﬃciency ratio),
waypoint time (in seconds), and incomplete trials (%). Step error rate
was calculated by dividing the actual number of tiles the participant
crossed in navigating to the next waypoint by the actual distance between waypoints, 60 tiles. Waypoint time is the time to ﬁnd each
waypoint, measured from the start of the maze (for the ﬁrst waypoint)
or the previous waypoint (for subsequent waypoints). Incomplete trials
indicated the percentage of trials where the participant ran out of time
before ﬁnding all waypoints.
Overall, the experiment included 12 participants × 6 navigation
displays × 2 trials per navigation display = 144 trials in total.

8.3. Procedure
The environment used an outdoor maze (see Fig. 21a). Participants
navigated to the end of the maze as quickly and accurately as possible.
Accuracy meant minimizing wrong turns and avoiding wandering into
unnecessary parts of the maze – in other words, minimizing the number
of tiles they crossed while completing the maze.
The same maze was used with all navigation displays, and was
completed twice with each. For the ﬁrst trial, participants navigated the
maze in one direction, and in the second trial, they proceeded in the
reverse direction. They were not informed that both trials took place in
the same maze. This was intended to avoid learning eﬀects that could
occur by using the same maze in the same direction in both trials.
However, it also ensured that the complexity and distance were equal in
both trials, unlike using a diﬀerent maze. To prevent participants getting lost and wandering endlessly, a 6-min time limit was used for each
trial. Trials were marked as “incomplete” if the participant did not
reach the maze’s end within the time limit.
Participants completed two trials for each of the six navigation
displays, completing 12 trials in total. After each trial, participants
could take a break before continuing. Each trial took approximately 3

8.5. Results
8.5.1. Waypoint time
Waypoint time indicated how long it took (on average, in seconds),
to ﬁnd the next waypoint. Lower scores are better. Note that this dependent variable excludes incomplete trials – if the participant ran out
of time, their waypoint times for that trial were not included in the
average. Unsurprisingly, the navigation line (NL) performed best, with
an average time of 21.6 s to reach each waypoint. The compass (C)
performed worst, with an average time of 56.4 s to reach each waypoint. This was about 62% worse than with the navigation line (NL).
See Fig. 22.
There was a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of navigation display on time
(F5,23 = 26.77, p < .0001). A Fisher LSD pair-wise analysis revealed
that the mini-map displays (MMR and MMS) and the navigation line
(NL) were signiﬁcantly faster than when using the wayﬁnding arrow
(WA), light pillar (LP), and compass (C).
The main eﬀect for trial was signiﬁcant (F1,23 = 47.06, p < .0001),
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Fig. 22. Time by navigation display. Lower scores are
better. Error bars show ± 1 SD.

participants.
There was a signiﬁcant main eﬀect for navigation display on step
error rate (F5,23 = 36.32, p < .0001). A Fisher LSD post hoc test revealed that the navigation line (NL) had signiﬁcantly lower step error
rate than all other navigation displays except for the mini-map rotate
(MMR). This is a promising result; the MMR display oﬀered comparable
performance to the somewhat unrealistic and arguably unfair navigation line. The compass (C) had signiﬁcantly higher step error rate than
all other navigation displays except for the wayﬁnding arrow (WA).
The main eﬀect for trial was signiﬁcant (F1,23 = 132.24,
p < .0001), as was the interaction between navigation display and trial
(F5,23 = 5.27, p < .0005). Like time, participants performed worse in
the second trial, with an average step error rate (over all navigation
displays) of 1.91 vs. 1.48 in the ﬁrst trial.

as was the interaction between navigation display and trial (F5,23 =
9.90, p < .0001). Participants generally completed the ﬁrst trial faster
than the second trial. Despite being the same map, participants often
found completing the maze in reverse direction more diﬃcult than the
ﬁrst-trial maze, taking on average about 9 s longer to complete the
maze in the second trial (reverse order). This is perhaps because the end
of the maze (with respect to the ﬁrst trial) was more complex than the
start, hence the reverse order began with a more complicated start.
8.5.2. Step error rate
Step error rate yields a ratio of path eﬃciency, where the best result
is 1.0 (i.e., a participant who did not deviate from the optimal path).
Scores higher than 1.0 indicate worse performance. See Fig. 23.
The results for step error rate and waypoint time were similar. The
navigation line (NL) display (again) performed best, with an average
step error rate of 1.03 to reach each waypoint. This is not unexpected,
as the display shows participants exactly which way to go. The compass
(C) again performed worst, with an average step error rate of 2.43 to
reach each waypoint – in other words, participants traversed on
average ≈2.5 × more distance in the maze as required, clearly becoming lost more often than with other displays. The variability was
also high, suggesting the compass was highly ineﬀective for many

8.5.3. Incomplete trials
Trials were marked “incomplete” if a participant took longer than 6
min to ﬁnd all four waypoints, reaching the end of the maze. When this
occurred it was typically because a participant was hopelessly lost and
could not ﬁnd their way through the maze. The frequency of incomplete
trials is expressed as a percentage of all trials in Fig. 24. A lower percentage indicates a better performance. The navigation line (NL)
Fig. 23. Step error rate by navigation display. Lower
scores are better. Error bars show ± 1 SD.
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statistically similar results, and that mini-map rotate (MMR) and light
pillar (LP) also received statistically similar results.
8.6. Summary
Results of this study indicate that, unsurprisingly, the navigation
line, functionally equivalent to the diegetic navigation aid in Dead
Space, oﬀered the best performance in terms of completion time and
path eﬃciency. However, the HUD-based mini-map options also did
well, coming close to the navigation line, and signiﬁcantly better than
other HUD, diegetic, or spatial options. Notably, rotating the mini-map
(i.e., forward is always up) worked better, despite participant preference for the non-rotating variant.
Fig. 24. Incomplete trials by navigation display. Lower scores are better.

9. Discussion

performed best – only 2% of trials with this navigation display were
incomplete. The compass performed worst, with 42% of trials incomplete.
There was a signiﬁcant main eﬀect for navigation display on incomplete trials (F5,23 = 18.29, p < .0001). A Fisher LSD pair-wise test
indicated that both mini-maps and the navigation line (NL) all yielded
signiﬁcantly fewer incomplete trials than the wayﬁnding arrow (WA),
light pillar (LP), and compass (C). The wayﬁnding arrow (WA) and
compass (C) both yielded signiﬁcantly more incomplete trials than the
other navigation displays. It is interesting to note again that display
eﬀectiveness had little to do with whether the display was rendered
spatially (e.g., within the game world) or not. Both spatial and traditional HUDs are represented in the best and worst performers in this
experiment.

Globally, our results prevent us from being categorical as to whether
HUDs or alternatives oﬀer better performance. In some cases, alternative displays were best, while in other cases, HUDs were best.
Results of the ammunition experiment (#1) indicate that the
number-in-game ammunition display was best in terms of how long it
took participants to recognize they were out of ammo. We expected this
is due in part to the placement of the display. Since it was co-located
with the player’s gun, no additional glancing to HUD elements was
required. We note that without eye tracking data, we cannot be certain;
this is merely our suspicion based on the primary diﬀerences between
these displays. In particular, participants were able to eﬀectively track
their ammunition while otherwise playing the game normally. This
suspicion motivated us to include display position as a condition in the
second experiment on health displays.
The health display experiment (#2) revealed that number-based
options reliably allowed participants to detect when their health was
low, successfully escaping the scenario before reaching 0 health. This
result is similar to the ammo experiment, where, as noted above, the
“number-in-game” diegetic option performed best. In contrast to the
ammo experiment, alternative display options placed near the centre of
the screen oﬀered mediocre performance compared to HUDs. In the
health experiment, display position seemed less important than display
visualization. While there were large diﬀerences between types of displays, positioning HUDS at the top, bottom, or side of the screen mattered less. We were surprised by this as we expected a central position
(i.e., as presented by the diegetic options, and similar to the ammo
study) to reduce glancing to HUDs located on the periphery of the
screen. Unlike the ammo experiment, HUDs performed better than alternative displays. Participants also indicated that they found these
more eﬀective, likely due to the comparative precision. In particular,
numeric display options were well suited to identifying when health
was in a certain percentage range. Alternative methods – including less
precise iconic and bar HUD options – simply did not oﬀer the same
degree of precision as numbers.
Results of the weapon display experiment (#3) are more mixed. The
diegetic in-front display performed well, and was strongly preferred by
participants. This was expected, as it not only centralizes the information, but utilizes an arguably immersive display for the weapon (i.e.,
showing the weapon directly in front of the player as though they are
holding it). In practice, all modern FPS games display the current
weapon this way – but they also frequently show a redundant icon or
the name of the weapon. To our surprise, and despite its redundant
nature, such an icon display (icon-on-HUD) did very well, oﬀering the
best performance of all displays in the experiment. This was unexpected
– the icon presented the same information as the weapon in front, yet
necessitated extra glancing to eﬀectively use it. In contrast, the weaponin-front display was visible at all times. This may have improved performance because the redundant icon display provided participants a
second place to look and assess their current weapon, thus potentially
saving time while glancing around the screen for enemies. Our ﬁndings

8.5.4. Subjective results
Participants ranked their perceived eﬀectiveness of each navigation
display on a 5-point Likert scale with responses ranging from “Really
hindered” (1) to “Really helped” (5). As seen in Fig. 25, participants
found NL most eﬀective, followed by MMR and MMS. A Friedman nonparametric test found the results to be statistically signiﬁcant (χ2 =
71.94, p < .001, df = 5). A post hoc analysis revealed signiﬁcance
between the following:

• MMS and WA, C, LP, and NL
• MMR and WA, C, and NL
• WA and MMS, MMR, LP, and NL
• C and MMS, MMR, LP, and NL
• LP and MMS, WA, C, and NL
• NL and MMS, MMR, WA, C, and LP
These results indicate that the navigation line received a signiﬁcantly more positive result than any of the other navigation displays. They also indicate that the mini-maps (MMS and MMR) received

Fig. 25. Subjective preferences for each navigation display, showing percentage of participants giving each response.
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10. Conclusions

also suggest that the bottom-right corner is the best location for displaying HUD-based weapon information. This might be due to participant familiarity with this option, as this location is commonly used for
such icons in commercial games, as revealed in Section 3. However, we
did not exhaustively evaluate the eﬀect of display position in this experiment. This result lends merit to the idea of combining diegetic and
HUD-based options in other situations. Testing other combinations of
HUDs and diegetic displays is an opportunity for future work, potentially in all kinds of displays (health, ammo, etc.). The HUD-alternative
display option, “name-on-gun”, performed worse with participants
noting that they did not like it. This could be due to the viewing angle
of the text printed on the gun, or to the unusual nature of such a display.
Results of the navigation aid experiment (#4) revealed that the
spatial navigation display option oﬀered the best performance for this
task, which is unsurprising, given the relationship between the information presented and the task itself. The spatial (HUD-alternative)
navigation line (NL) oﬀered high performance due to the detailed path
information it provided. Like the mini-map options, the navigation line
provided information about direction and distance, making it easy to
turn through the maze. In contrast, the worst performing display – the
compass (C) – the only diegetic display type included in this test, offered less rich path information (only direction). This suggests the relationship (at least for navigation aids) between alternative display
types is limited. Instead, performance is determined by how well an
option suits the task. In this study, the navigation line (NL) was the best
display for a maze. This may not be the case in other environments
(e.g., an open environment). This is something we may wish to explore
in future work.

Our results suggest that neither traditional HUDs nor alternative
display types (e.g., diegetic, spatial, etc.) are best suited to FPS games,
but rather speciﬁc properties of a given display (i.e., word, icon,
number, bar, etc.) and, to a lesser extent, its position (in-game, bottom
middle, top left, etc.) relative to the task at hand have an eﬀect on player
performance. In other words, a proper design methodology would ﬁrst
identify the most important information for player success in completing game tasks, then choose the best method to display that information eﬀectively, and ﬁnally understand the best place to put the
information display. This of course assumes that the game designer is
trying to optimize player eﬃciency; if the designer is instead trying to
optimize “diﬃculty” (as apparently the designers of Dark Souls appear
to strive for [9], then of course one could also use our results in reverse.
For example, to make a game harder (e.g., via diﬃculty modes), a
developer could use less eﬀective information displays, or vice versa.
This could also be adjusted to the skill level of the player, similar to a
suggestion by Iacovides et al. [16].
Our results do not support existing recommendations to use alternative displays whenever possible [10]. Instead, our results indicate
that HUD alternatives are not inherently the best option when considering player performance and preference. The game world and tasks
should be the key factors in selecting an information display method,
and not immersion or following current trends. For example, while it is
commonly used, splatter as an indicator of health should be avoided, as
it hampers players much more than aesthetic considerations can justify.
Our results also suggest a strong relationship between performance and
perceived performance (preference) – participants fairly consistently
identiﬁed the better display options presented to them. In general,
participants were well aware of which displays let them to perform
best, and preferred these over less eﬀective display types.
Finally, we speculate that the over-emphasis on diegetic and alternative displays in the literature might be due to a certain onlooker eﬀect,
where theories of game design are arrived at by “looking at” a game (as
a reviewer would, but also as spectators), rather than through the lens
of the player’s experience. For someone who has the leisure to look
around the game world at their own pace, of course HUD alternatives
will be much more satisfying; our results show that from the players’
perspective, this may not matter at all, and in some cases, their ability
to perform well in the game might even be hampered by such a design.
Of course, there are game genres, such as e-sports, where one could
argue that spectators are as important as players – and in these games,
aesthetic considerations may weigh in as importantly as player eﬀectiveness. Our results suggest that the game designer should pay close
attention to their intended audience, and tune the game UI to optimize
the audience's experience.

9.1. Limitations and future work
The primary limitation of these experiments is that each display
type was studied in isolation. This is appropriate from an experimental
control point of view, and thus enhances the internal validity of the
results. However, it decreases the generality of the results. Most games
show multiple displays at once (e.g., see Fig. 1, usually combinations of
health, ammunition, weapon, and navigation displays. Sometimes,
these even include combinations of diegetic displays and HUDs.
Studying a single display in isolation is not fully representative of this
more complex task of monitoring multiple displays simultaneously.
However, we expect that, with multiple displays present, those that
individually demonstrated better performance are likely to oﬀer better
performance together. Hence, we believe studying multiple display
types in isolation is worthwhile to maintain high internal validity and
to “chip away” at the more complex problem of monitoring multiple
displays at once. Future work will focus on this goal. For example, a
competitive “death match” style experiment using diﬀerent combinations of displays could provide great insight into how competitive play
is inﬂuenced by diegetic displays, HUDs, spatial representations, and
meta-perceptions.
As noted earlier, without eye tracking data, many explanations of
our results are somewhat speculative. Eye tracking could enable more
insightful explanations – for example, that it was indeed the fact that
the ﬁxation point of the user’s eyes inﬂuenced performance with one
display or another. This is a consideration for a future study.
Finally, we note again that our experiments exclusively used “expert” FPS gamers. There are two limitations here. First, expertise was
self-assessed by participants; it is diﬃcult to objectively quantify expertise, but on average, participant performance seemed fairly consistent. Second, these results likely do not apply to novice gamers. As
described in the introduction, from an experimental control point of
view, this was likely the right choice, as it increases the likelihood of
detecting signiﬁcant diﬀerences due to inherent diﬀerences in the displays
studied. That said, it decreases the generality (external validity) of our
results.
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